Dakota Grandmother’s Open Letter
to Humanity Leadership Rising Summit
[Additional signatures of grandmothers & grandfathers & all peoples across our
Planet]
Beloved Relatives,
Loving life, mystery, and creation and having lived long enough to gain a
long perspective on humanity, our human psyche, and human evolution in
2020, I/we offer this letter for this summit.
“Myths show us again and again that we all should have some early, crucial
glimpse of the character of life we ‘could’ have. Whether we actually take that
path or not, we catch a glimpse, some radiance briefly reveals itself . . . These
glimpses are not earned as such, but are part of psychic inheritance that we all
share. The greater society’s slumber, the less likely it is that those glimpses are
celebrated or raised to the light by those around us. The more disconnected
from this mythic inheritance, the more we sense that some great thing will NOT
happen; we heard the hooves but never caught the rider’s eye.” Martin Shaw,
Snowy Tower, pg. 102

LET US ALLOW SOMETHING GREAT TO HAPPEN!!

Our human psyche is amongst the most fascinating constructs in our
universe right along with the mystery of life itself, existence, materiality, black
holes, etc. Hopefully, our human psyche will be under close scrutiny at the
Humanity Rising Summit. It is about 4~ Four things regarding our human
psyche that I/we write this OPEN LETTER along with 4 Four REQUESTS.
1~ Our human psychic range is demonstrated and can be explicitly seen by our
full range of human activity. However, much of our human endeavor, activity is
NOT ACKNOWLEDGED and lies in mostly forbidden zones mostly ‘out of sight’
and ‘out of mind.’
Discussion: On the more obvious and what one might term ‘stellar’ side of our
lives and “psychic range:” noble laureates; Olympic gold medalists; great artists
and wizards of literature, scholarship, music, stage, palette, and architecture;
engineers and astronauts of land, sea, and outer space; diplomates,
peacemakers, scholars, doctors, lawyers, teachers, entrepreneurs big and small;
healers, mystics, clairvoyants, and clergy high and low, etc.
On the darker, underworld side of our “psychic range:”
Drug cartels; human kidnapping and trafficking networks; human slavery;
torture in prisons, prisoner of war camps; spies, hackers, assassins, pimps,
thieves; parental child abuse ranging from incest to starvation, beatings, and
torture; a child welfare system riddled with child abuse, and darker into satanic
cults and various rings of blood rituals and child and baby torture. Pornography
uses 15-20% or the internet. Millions upon millions of orphans, homeless, and
impoverished are accepted as commonplace!
It is important to note that people of all ages, social status, and culture often
practice in both spheres. Shamans still molest in sweat lodge and ayahuasca
ceremonies just as clergy molest children and some people feel the need to
drink tortured babies’ blood. This whole social ‘underworld’ is a crucial part of
our global economic and social engine.
2~ Our current multi-generational, multi-millennial social structure, values, and
leadership structure continues to keep most of humankind in great ignorance,
poverty, slavery, and servitude. In others words, our most powerful nations

have no genuine ‘leaders,’ correcting or addressing the needs of the masses. We
have mostly demigods, potentates, dictators, and immature relic holders of
outmoded roles.
Discussion: There is no G8 political leader, nor South American, nor African
leader, nor Polynesian, nor Asian, nor Chinese, nor Central American leader
who is willing to put every orphan into a good home; organize to stop poisoning
the land, the water, and the people and get every planetary citizen, every river,
every fish, every forest, and every frog healthy; organize to end child abuse,
domestic violence, racism, war, genocide and begin a process to heal; to care for
one another; to learn and spread compassion.
3~ The majority of humanity is in GREAT SUFFERING! And we humans, our
species, our collective; WE are causing our own suffering. And now, our
suffering is being exacerbated by an illness preying upon us all; and preying
most deadly to our children, our weakest, and most impoverished and needy.
Discussion: Our leaders and almost all of humanity continues to lie; allow war;
allow trauma; allow hatred, bitterness and fear to remain and grow; allow
starvation; allow homeless to scrounge existence on our city streets; allow
poverty; allow continued genocide of indigenous peoples and most grievously,
we all allow child abuse to continue in almost ALL of our homes. Child abuse is
endemic in many lands. Every time we yell shame and belittle and overlord a
child, we perpetuate our hell on earth. Every time we negatively judge another
or ourselves; we send a spear into a heart! We are hurting ourselves!
This is The Great Turning! Turn to face ourselves: in our abominations
throughout time. This is a great humbling needed now. All our transgressions
are ‘coming out of the closet’ now so, we can take responsibility. We have the
ability to respond only as we embrace our acts, ourselves, and one another. As
we care for our lives and one another; grief, great grief; the ocean of salty tears
washing our planet can begin kneading open our cold hearts; only then can
forgiveness begin to flourish; tears of reconciliation can flow; inspiration to
walk hand in hand can grow; we open the doorway into a new humanity for
ourselves and future generations. Heart love just naturally radiates the truth of
who we really are!

4~ Every member of humanity shares collective unconscious trauma in our
family histories, bones, blood, and DNA from thousands of years of war,
genocide, holocaust, privation, slavery, servitude, and fear. This trauma blunts
and/or closes our hearts leading to our great denial and heinous acts we mostly
do not face.
Discussion: There is fast growing recognition of humanity’s collective
millennial human trauma. “The collective unconscious contains the whole
spiritual heritage of mankind’s evolution, born anew in the brain structure of
every individual.”(Carl Jung) You, me, your best friend, your teachers, the
president of Bolivia, the premier of China, your pen-pal in Peru; we all carry the
legacy of our species’ triumph’s and our wounds. We are all grievously
wounded, suffer a sickness of our Soul and are in a state of great denial together.
Chief Phil Lane keeps repeating everywhere he goes: “The hurt of one is the
hurt of all.”
These words, this precis is purposefully stark, extreme, and meant for
impact! I/we pray this is impacting you. Of course, we are glorious loving
beings in our mythic, cosmic, and deepest nature. Our nature is multidimensional in essence and consciousness, thus we can and do span time and
space. BUT, we are not yet there!

REQUESTS
1. Humility and intimacy. Drop your role, drop your habitual way of being
and talking with everyone. Let your shields, defenses down. Fall in love
with others perhaps before you fall into love with yourself and maybe
visa-versa. Allow your heart to open, your emotional realm to come alive,
thrive, and heal. LISTEN. Fall ~ no Open, become love.
2. Join into a deeper extended community. Allow beauty, promote beauty,
find ways to bring beauty into EVERYTHING you do, say, plan, create and
discover how this allows mythos to enter, inspiration and the muses to
come. Music, dance, singing, moaning, swooning to let your body become
your guide as each relationship, each friendship; each acquaintance
flourishes in the magic of life. Let us begin to be The Human Family.

3. Go Deep into everything we have done, most especially the harm to the
babies. The babies hacked out of wombs, bludgeoned in war, beaten by
parents in their homes into senselessness, battered into numbness,
broken bones. Babies killed in blood sacrifices in all the horrific rituals
throughout the millennia. Let us not be shy about our abomination
throughout history for those babies are waiting still; caught in-between.
Yes, grieve, weep, mourn. And grieve again. This is a collective harm we
have done. The baby/child in you is waiting. All the babies are waiting.
In essence, we are beyond all abomination, but our unclaimed evil bars
the door. No ONE person can do this alone; this is our collective
millennial work to do. Let us move together toward freedom.
4. Invite the Sacred, the Holy, Deep Mystery, Creator. Entreat our love to
grow. We are in fact all equal and corona is revealing this is so. Let us
meet in many circles, many gatherings of love to overcome our fear and
despair; ceremonies far and wide. Let us bring ourselves together!
Together, we can plan and shape our future as the crumbling of our
history falls into our hands, heads, and hearts. We must learn to work
and lead together as we each contribute from wisdom, knowledge and
inspirations all flowing in service to our families, loved ones,
communities in peace and in harmony with Earth. Let us come out of
denial, so we can transmute our killing, barbarism, and hell. Deeply
together, let us all grow in compassion, gaining wisdom and becoming
love.
Let us go more consciously forward in our long multi-millennial evolution:
that we can use this special liminal time in great transformation; that with
greater love comes healing; that leadership now needs to change; that we are all
sacred; and that we need to treasure our planetary home.
I/We would invite various forums and dialogues of this gathering to speak
with us of these things. I/We would invite ceremony into this gathering. I/We
would encourage this gathering to invite concurrent and on-going talking circles
across the world to also be gathering to speak of these things. In this way we
can inspire and conspire together as the mystery of love and compassion guide
our way.

The great vision of Black Elk foretells of the many circles, circles embracing
circles; the mending of the great hoop. Let us all come together and mend all
the broken hoops of the world.
Mystery, Great Mystery, we bow: Beloved
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Ejna Jean Fleury
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